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Foreword
John W. Peters & John D. Varley
Yellowstone National Park represents many things to many people. For a select and lucky few, the Park is a
place to do important and complex science. The government-sponsored and comprehensive Hayden Expedition
of 1871 began a tradition of research in Yellowstone and within the first decade of the Park’s existence,
mechanisms were already being put in place for the management and regulation of all human endeavor in
Yellowstone, including scientific work. In the early days few people were allowed direct access to park resources
for scientific research –most likely because there were few scientists--but today, NPS staff issue and monitor over
200 research permits each year which makes Yellowstone one of the most studied parcels of ground in the world.
Except for brief periods when a few scientists took advantage of their privileges, the commitment of the National
Park Service to research in Yellowstone has been unwavering. Even in the summer of 1988, as wildfires were still
burning, scientists began designing research protocols and collecting data on burn patterns and fire behavior,
impacts on park wildlife, and forest regeneration and many of those studies continue today.
Today’s challenge for the park service and for researchers is not much different than it has been throughout
Yellowstone’s history: how to balance access to sites of scientific interest and structuring studies to be
informative while avoiding ecological impact. Both sides also increasingly recognize the importance of passing
on what is learned to enhance the public’s understanding and experience. Park managers know that good
science can enrich a visit to Yellowstone and most visitors have a strong fascination with what science can tell
them about the Park. And they should. Many of the “hot-button” issues in wildlife management, bioprospecting
and intellectual property rights, biotechnology, renewable energy, and global climate change are rooted in the
Park and fuels lively public discourse.
Montana State University has factored strongly in the makeup of Yellowstone-centric research across all
disciplines of science. The close proximity of the Park to MSU’s home in Bozeman attracts world-class
investigators to join our faculty and the renowned centers of excellence that have been established. The Thermal
Biology Institute and Big Sky Institute are two such centers and as directors, we are proud of the role our
affiliations play in Yellowstone science and policy. A recent study conducted by MSU ecology professor Dave
Roberts showed that MSU received more than five times as many competitively awarded grants and at least
three times as many publications on Yellowstone as its nearest competitor. The enthusiasm of the MSU faculty
for Yellowstone has been infectious making it even more exciting to be involved in catalyzing the publication
of “Knowing Yellowstone”. The work embraces the true breadth of contemporary science in the world’s first
national park. We hope it is a resource that will be cherished by those interested in Yellowstone for many years
to come.
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The national park is the best idea America ever had.
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Introduction
Modern science writers take us into the world of

the research is dangerous and spectacular – trapping

particle physics through experiments in the Large

and tagging grizzly bears is a serious undertaking; a

Hadron Reactor, to the depths of the oceans in remote-

misstep near a hot springs can mean disaster. For

controlled submarines, and into the workings of the

others, scientific discovery takes place with the aid of

brain via functional MRIs. Good science writing (and

high-tech remote sensors that image parts of the park

television) teaches as it entertains. The best stories

unvisited by tourists. Computers and digital models

captivate us with a good plot line that just happens

turn electronic signals into a map or a simulation

to be science based – finding the Titanic with high

model that can be educational or used for management

technology, loss of the rainforest and the impact on

purposes. All the researchers in these chapters share a

the global ecosystem, mass extinctions and wayward

passion for a part of the world unique in its geography

asteroids. What is frequently missing though is the

and natural history. All of us recreate in and around the

story of how the science behind the story was done –

park exploring the backcountry.

how the story comes to be. This book tries to fill in the
gap between the research question and the research

Old Faithful geyser is the undisputed personification

findings. The setting is one of the last large ecological

of Yellowstone. Indeed, without the spectacular

refuges in the world – Yellowstone National Park and the

geothermal features so prominent in the Park’s

surrounding lands. The intent is to understand the work

iconography, the region certainly would not have been

(and fun) of doing science.

considered distinct from millions of other acres in the
American West. But the region is so much more. More

Of all the great ecosystems of the world, the lands in

than 23,000 square miles (60,000 km2) demarcate

and around Yellowstone National Park – the Greater

the area known as the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem

Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE) must rank very high in

(GYE). The concept of the region as an intact ecosystem

terms of the complexity of interactions between earth’s

was originally adopted as a formal management

natural processes, the web of life, and human actions.

concept as early as 1971 by the National Park Service

As the world’s first national park, Yellowstone and

and was defined as the range of the Yellowstone grizzly

the surrounding land attract global attention from

bear by John Craighead in 1984. The GYE is consists

policy makers, environmentalists, and in particular

of two National Parks (Yellowstone and Grand Teton),

the scientific community who rightly see it as a field

seven National Forests, and numerous other federal

laboratory of boundless potential. In some instances,

and state jurisdictions totaling 28 political jurisdictions
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XX Yellowstone National Park is located at the heart of the region known
as the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE). At 28,000 square miles,
the GYE is one of the largest intact temperate-zone ecosystems on Earth.
The multiple public and private jurisdictions make comprehensive policy
making for maintaining ecosystem functions particularly difficult.
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in all. The management paradigms for the different

early 1960s. Many of us remember the early films as

jurisdictions is part of what makes the area interesting

part adventure and part nature show. I will never forget

because of their different science and research needs.

the scene of a partially drugged male grizzly charging
the station wagon that served as the Craighead research

The public lands in the region act as ecological and

vehicle. The two biologists, though their films and

recreational refuges for almost a half a million residents

writing, helped us to see natural and protected areas as

and 3.5 million yearly visitors to the area. These lands

more than curiosity attractions for tourists; they taught

are home to key predator species (grizzly and black

the nation that concepts like biodiversity and wild

bear, gray wolf, mountain lion), prey species (elk, deer,

habitat mattered to our national culture. They helped

moose), and a host of birds, smaller mammals as well

shape management paradigms based on preservation

as a mosaic of vegetation including coniferous forests,

of large expanses of land rather than individual species.

arid shrub lands, and grasslands. Several major river

Today, these same values reside in virtually every public

systems originate in the region and elevation gradients

lands agency. Mostly, they helped create a culture of

range from lowland river valleys to the Grand Teton at

science in the Park that continues today.

over 13,000 feet (>3900 m) in elevation. About 70%
of the land base is publicly owned with the remaining

Science in Yellowstone

private land in agricultural production or urban and
exurban development.

The modern issues facing areas like Greater Yellowstone
are problems of immense complexity. Contemporary

In part because of the legacy of Yellowstone as the

management of our public lands requires research in the

world’s first national park, and in part because of

study of both natural and human ecology. Addressing

natural quality of the Yellowstone area, there is a

those issues requires knowledge both deep and wide.

rich and varied history of doing science in the region.

The natural world and human world are inexorably

In 1863 Walter DeLacy explored the Shoshone and

linked and real understanding of policy solutions will

Firehole geyser basins and in 1871, the geologist

not take place without recognition of those linkages.

Ferdinand Hayden led an expedition into the heart

Good science is a requirement for good decision-

of Yellowstone where they explored, mapped,

making.

photographed and described the natural history of the
region.

One problem for public managers is that they frequently
lack broad training across disciplines and the scientific

xiv

The science of natural history of Yellowstone was

methods each employs. The same is true for those

introduced to most Americans by the National

with a passion for Yellowstone – people don’t always

Geographic films of Frank and John Craighead in the

understand what they are seeing (stories of those
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misperceptions are legend among park researchers).

thereby less productive habitats at higher elevations or

Our worldview is often incomplete because we don’t

deeper into the forest, sometimes into the subdivisions

understand the scientific perspective of those who

themselves. Once subdivisions occupy land formerly

would inform us. Often, we simply cannot grasp

available to herds for grazing, the result may be fewer

the scope of the issue. An example makes my

native species, an increase in the incidence of non-

point.

natives, and conflicts between humans and predators.
Today, it is not unusual for deer, elk, and even moose

Like many rural areas in the interior West, the social

to live in rural subdivisions and for large predators like

and economic landscape of the Greater Yellowstone

mountain lions to follow them there. Animals are hit on

Ecosystem is undergoing rapid change. The traditional

roadways; predators like bears use outside barbeques

resource extraction economy is being augmented and in

or bird feeders as food sources. Area old-timers and

many cases overwhelmed by a new economy based on

newcomers clash over values and property

tourism, personal services, and retirement. Meanwhile,

rights.

the regional agricultural economy is stagnant.
Homes on the edge of the region’s lodgepole pine
Tourism visitation acts as a catalyst for people

forests impact wildfire policy and the resources devoted

to relocate to rural communities; new business

to fighting it. Agencies are under intense pressure to

opportunities emerge with more people. Many of the

extinguish fires before expensive homes in and near

new residents are urban refugees fleeing the crime and

the forest are destroyed. However, the lodgepole pine

social problems of urban centers. They, in turn, bring

common to the region is a serotinous species; their

new sources of income, cultural values, and inevitably

cones burst open and disperse seeds when heated by

impact the environment as they live, work, and play in

fire. Without wildfire, the forests are not rejuvenated

the rural countryside.

with seedlings nor are they are not cleansed of insects
like the mountain pine beetle. Without fire, deadfall

One impact is that new arrivals have a tendency to

trees create unusually large fuel loads. The inevitable

build homes near the forest edge or in the large

forest fire is often large and beyond the management

meadows ubiquitous in the region - places where

capacity of public lands agencies to control. The result

multiple native species - birds, deer, elk, and bears,

is that political forces prevent fire from carrying out

would also like to live. The setting for many of these

its ecological function. As ecological and political

homes is spectacular but they often have multiple

goals clash, an administrative catastrophe predictably

impacts to the region.

follows as county commissioners and forest managers
disagree about the proper role of wildfire near rural

The animals are displaced to perhaps less desirable and

communities.
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The inevitable lessons of ecology, politics, and social

After the fires of 1988, a large research effort was

change resulted in a literal and figurative firestorm in

launched to understand the role of fire in the ecosystem.

Yellowstone over twenty years ago. The summer of 1988

A basic finding was that the fires burned across the

was the driest in the Park’s recorded history. In mid July,

landscape in a mosaic of burned and unburned patches.

when several large fires began to burn in and around the

In fact, the burn pattern added to the diversity of the

Park, no one thought they would burn until late Sep-

landscape that is evident today. In some areas of the

tember and scorch almost 1.2 million acres (485,000

park there is a large variance of the age of lodgepole

hectares) across the ecosystem. On the worst single day

pine suggesting that some stands were subjected to low

of the fires, August 20, tremendous winds swept fire

intensity fire while other, mature stands, burned and

across more than 150,000 acres (60,702 hectares).

later reestablished themselves as seedlings. Meadows
were regenerated as grasses and perennials sprouted

Many were surprised at the scope and intensity of the

the following spring. New aspen groves established

event and some complained that the “let burn” policy of

themselves in the thicket of deadfall of partially burned

the Park was to blame. Beginning in 1972, park manag-

trees. Any objective observation of the park today would

ers instituted a natural fire management regime where

find that the landscape is hardly “devastated” and that

lightning-caused backcountry fires would be allowed

the new growth has been good for plants and animals

to burn without major interventions if they met certain

alike.

criteria. Most (86%) such fires burned themselves out;
this complex of fires didn’t. It wasn’t until snow fell that

After the initial shock of seeing large swaths of

fall that the fires were extinguished.

blackened trees, tourists found the fires to be an
interesting feature of the park and an opportunity

Park management came under tremendous pressure

to learn about the ecology of the region. The Park

as the world’s media converged on West Yellowstone

responded with self-guided trails that interpreted

to cover “the destruction of the world’s first national

fire ecology. Many locals do not hold the same view.

park”. The reaction of some Montana and Wyoming

Even today many continue to argue for strict control

politicians was swift and predictable. Congressional

of all wildfire both in and out of the Park in order to

hearings were held and resignations of the National

protect forest resources and private property. Politics

Park Service director William Penn Mott and the

rather than science still govern many fire management

superintendent of Yellowstone, Bob Barbee. In the

decisions in the region.

end, Yellowstone officials modified their fire policy

xvi

to continue the “let burn” management with stricter

The basics of the intricate relationships described

guidelines about when to intervene in nature caused

above are relatively well understood by the scientific

fires.

community at universities and within agencies that
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regularly manage wildlife. Rarely do well-intentioned

chapters represent the breadth of topics and techniques

decision makers or members of the public understand

of some of the best science in the Park.

the issue in scientific terms or the limitations that
naturally result from the study of complex systems in

The language of science is sometime difficult to

general. Maybe better understanding of the science of

understand and I have tried to minimize the specialized

natural landscapes will lead to policies that mitigate our

jargon of various disciplines. To the extent it was

effects and result in more logical public policy.

possible, I defined most terms in the context of the
chapter. In many instances sidebars in some chapters

Yellowstone was and is still an ideal place to conduct

provide more in-depth coverage of a technology or

research on bears, tourists, or elk. For other disciplines,

terminology. The captions of photographs and technical

chemistry for example, Yellowstone’s unusual thermal

figures are intended to be comprehensive and add to

features make it a unique research setting unlike any

the understanding of the chapter. You will also notice

in the world. For applied sciences, the surrounding

that all measures of distance, volume, and elevation

national forests are places to run natural and purpose-

in each chapter are presented in the metric system -

designed experiments on weed control or recreation

the language of science. Finally, each discipline and

impacts. Hopefully, the following chapters present a

author has a “voice” that I tried to preserve as I edited

fair summary of how scientists do their work and the

individual chapters.

strengths as well as limitations of science and scientific
knowledge. Let’s see what some of those scientists have

Several themes run through the chapters. One is climate

been up to.

change. The initial design for the book did not include
a chapter explicitly on climate change; I felt the book

Outline of the Book

should focus on specific policy issues local managers
grapple with on a daily basis – predators, social and

The following chapters present an array of methods

economic issues, invasive species. However, as authors

across many temporal and spatial scales. They take

began sending in their chapters it became apparent

us from the depths of Yellowstone Lake, back in time

that climate change was potentially a major vector for

to a prehistoric Yellowstone landscape, to the high-

change in the Greater Yellowstone. It seems clear that

tech analysis of grizzly bear biology. They tell us how

global climate change will inevitably have some impact

we might better understand the myriad of seemingly

on the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem and even though

intractable issues facing the GYE. Although no book

there may not be much we can do about it in the short

on the Greater Yellowstone can present all the research

run, I think the chapters treat the numerous potential

taking place in the region (there are currently over 200

impacts of climate change in a way that outlines how

active research permits in Yellowstone every year) these

the region might be affected.
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Another theme is the close linkage between fieldwork

Information Analysis, radio tracking of study animals,

and technology. A popular (mis)conception of science

deep-water imaging, and a host of other space age

is that of the lone researcher in white lab coat hunched

technological methods. These methods do not obviate

over a microscope. The reality in Yellowstone is much

the need for fieldwork but they do add tremendous

different. Olaus and Adolf Murie’s ecological work in

value to it.

the 1930’s in Yellowstone and Jackson Hole represents
the traditional way of doing field ecology in complex

Finally, there is a great deal of uncertainty in the study

systems. They lived in their study sites, sometimes

of large natural systems and there is still a lot we do

for many months, observing the processes of the

not know about Greater Yellowstone. The level of

natural world. Few contemporary scientists have the

complexity in large natural systems is often difficult

professional luxury of dedicating such large amounts of

to communicate to nonscientists and the result is

time to their research activity. Today, field researchers,

frequently a muddled understanding by the media and

and everyone in this book is an outstanding field

interested public. No responsible scientist would claim

researcher, spend many hours and even days watching

to know how climate change would affect the region

a large predator, taking samples from hot springs, or

and its inhabitants but we know it will. Researchers are

probing deep in Yellowstone Lake. In some cases they

still sorting out what role wildfire plays in ecosystem

collect observations over many years, even decades. But,

health and how to integrate fire and private land

one advantage today’s scientists have are the powerful

management. It may be some time before we know the

computers and sophisticated software systems that

full ecological and social effects of maintaining large

shortcut the work of assimilating large data sets. One

herds of ungulates and how to do so even as we manage

of the benefits is that disciplines can now more easily

for large predator species. A looming unknown is what

work together on big research questions and knowledge

the future holds for an ecosystem experiencing double-

moves forward at an astonishing rate.

digit population growth rates in the counties that
surround the Park.

The most important technological advance for the

xviii

study of large natural areas like Yellowstone depends

The book is divided into parts based on the logic

on an array of 24 satellites originally deployed by the

of understanding a large ecosystem. The first three

US Department of Defense. In the 1980s, the “Global

chapters examine efforts to describe the terrestrial

Positioning System” was made available for civilian use.

landscape – the landscape ecology of the region and the

GPS allows the user, through triangulation of low power

role of humans, the unseen geography and geology of

radio signals from two or more satellites, to know his

Yellowstone Lake, and the landscape of time. They set

location almost anywhere on earth. This capability

the stage for the six chapters that follow – the study of

allowed for the development of advanced Geographic

the wildlife ecology of the region and how we study life

Knowing Yellowstone: Science in America’s First National Park
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forms from the Yellowstone Grizzly to the invisible life in

media coverage. Hopefully, the reader will explore

hot springs and thermal vents. The last chapter treats

connections between chapters and begin to understand

the study of humans in the ecosystem as a complex

the Greater Yellowstone as a larger system of natural

matrix of political actors, value-laden individuals, and

and political processes.
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XX Grand Prismatic Spring, Yellowstone National Park (NSP, Yellowstone
National Park).
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Dispatchers spoke with a man who had received an e-mail alerting him to a super-volcano
eruption in West Yellowstone. He wanted to know if he should evacuate.
— Bozeman police reports, 2007
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